Concepts in Modern Science – for
Catholic High School Students

Unit 1: An Introduction to
Orderly Science
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Lesson 1 : The Importance
of Wonder
Think about some of the interactions you have had with the world around you. You have seen objects
different in size, color, and shape. You have heard sounds loud, soft, high, low, pleasant, and unpleasant.
You have smelled odors strong and weak, pleasant and unpleasant; tasted flavors sour and sweet, pleasant
and unpleasant. You have felt things hot and cold, rough and smooth, as well as hard and soft.
Beyond these varied but everyday perceptions, you have other types of common experiences. You have
seen that some things are alive, others not. (You are quite familiar with what it is to be alive since you are
alive!) You interact every day with different kinds of materials: metals, plastics, wood, glass, water, etc.
You have probably seen many kinds of weather: sunshine, rain, snow; very hot, mild, and freezing cold;
calm, breezy, and violently windy days; beautiful sunsets as well as severe storms with lightning. You have
looked into the night sky and probably have been awed by the size, distance, and mystery of the objects
there.
There are other kinds of experiences you probably had which, although not as common as the above, still
must have made quite an impression on you: beautiful rainbows, magnets, boiling water, fire and its effects,
static electricity, and so on. You are not alone! We have all had these common but wonderful experiences.

Different reactions amongst people to the beautiful and mysterious things in life
Even though we all have such common experiences, yet people react very differently in regard to these
wonderful experiences in nature. As you read the list below, pause and ask yourself which category you
may fit into:
1) Some people, apparently too busy, hurriedly move past the marvels of nature.
2) Some people pause to enjoy the interesting and beautiful things of nature for a short time on a mere
sense level (“Wow, look at those beautiful colors!”, etc.), but do little thinking beyond that sense level.
3) Some people go further, engaging their minds by asking, “Why is that happening? What causes that?”.
Yet they do this only occasionally, and are not habitualized to asking such questions.
4) Others are in the habit of being alert, usually stopping to ask themselves such questions about the things
they see in life.
5) Others go the furthest by trying to get answers to such questions by researching, or even designing and
performing their own experiments.
Wherever you think you fit in the above list, what matters most is that we can all improve and learn to live
fuller, richer lives by striving to always be observant and wanting to learn. At the beginning of perhaps
his greatest philosophical work called the Metaphysics, the wise Greek philosopher Aristotle stresses1 that
all men by nature want to know. He goes further and says in many other places that not only do men

1

“All men by nature desire to know. And indication of this is the delight we take in our senses; for even
apart from their usefulness they are loved for themselves…” Aristotle, Metaphysics
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want to know that something is, but they want to why things are as they are – that is, men finally want to
know the causes of things.
Aristotle is attributing to us a desire, a force, which urges us on toward knowledge. Of course, for some
this desire does not exercise great influence; but for some it plays an important role in their lives. Those
who fit into categories 3, 4, or 5 above are more or less exercising and acting on this natural desire. That
is, they are exercising the beautiful virtue of wonder.

Man is designed by God with a strong desire to know
But we can also ask about ourselves: Why is it that I want to know the causes of things. To answer this
question, it helps to recall a few basic catechism questions. You know by your catechism that God made
all things, including you. You also probably remember the catechism question: “Why did God make you?”
and the answer was something like this: “God made me to know, love, and serve Him so I can be happy
with Him forever in heaven.”2 Notice that knowing comes first in the list.
The catechism also tells us that God made everything else on the face of the earth for man's enjoyment.
This means that animals, plants, magnets, fire, rainbows, electricity, chemicals, as well as everything else
the natural sciences study, are finally made for man! How then do these catechism answers help us to know,
“Why does man want to know”? The catechism helps us this way: because all men are made by God and
for God, He has designed us simply to want to know. Just as we want to eat, want to sing, want to love, we
also are designed to want to know. In fact, St. Thomas and Aristotle show that this desire to know is our
very highest desire, although it may not seem so to most men. Our desire to know the causes of rainbows,
magnets, lightning, etc. is implanted in us by God Himself! But why?

Man desire to know leads to God Himself, for all eternity!
Why would God design man to want to know? He implanted in us this desire to know the causes of these
natural wonders for two reasons:
6) First, by wanting to know the causes of rainbows and countless other natural wonders, we will begin to
“dig even deeper” into the world around us. If we are not lazy, and truly try to live well, we will
(hopefully) eventually think about the deepest causes of everything. This will lead us to Him, Who is
the Final Cause of everything! So, studying science with the proper motives, can help us get to heaven!
7) The other reason is this. Have you ever wondered about the cause of something you saw, and later
found the answer to your wonder? How did you feel when you discovered the cause? That's right – it
is simply enjoyable to know. In fact, one of the greatest pleasures a man can experience is to wonder
about something, come to learn the answer, and then simply enjoy having and pondering the answer!
Somehow, we feel fulfilled and satisfied. This enjoyment itself is another sign that man is made to
know. In contrast, when we know that we do not know some big question that arises, there is a certain
frustration or sense of lack of fulfillment.

2

Baltimore Catechism
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Studying science should therefore be enjoyable for its own sake, simply because we are doing what we are
made to do – to know. We will do whatever we can in this book to make the pursuit of science enjoyable
for you!

In summary then, studying science helps us to know God, and at the same time gives us great pleasure.
Never study science by “leaving God out of the picture”. This makes no sense! Remember that by
studying science, you are really studying the effects (results) of God's actions. He is the cause of all
these things you study, as well as the cause of the pleasure you experience by coming to know. In fact,
for pious Catholics who “do science rightly”, their love of God may well increase because we see more
deeply how good and wise He is, how good He is to us, and how much He wants us to be with Him forever.
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Lesson 2 : Genus, Species,
Specific Difference
The English word science is derived from the Latin word scientia, which simply means ‘knowledge’. In
English however, the word science is often used in a narrower sense: A science is an organized body of
knowledge about a particular subject, beginning from well-established principles. A principle is a starting
point, a beginning, a foundation. Principles can be real things in nature, such as “One principle of the
human body is blood”. But often principles are just basic truths upon which we build other truths. For
example, geometry is the science of magnitude (e.g. figures, lines, etc.). Some of geometry’s principles
are :
o well-known and obvious truths, such as “The whole is greater than the part.”
o definitions, such as “A line is breadthless length.”
Upon basic principles such as these, the entire science of geometry can then be carefully built up into an
entire organized system of conclusions. In such an organized system, in order for us to really know the
higher and more advanced truths, we must first understand the lower and more basic truths – it is a real
system of truths, each built upon the other.
In the present course you are studying however, we will not be building a large, hierarchical system of
truths. You will do this later in systematic science courses such as Chemistry, Biology, and Physics, as
well as mathematics courses such as Geometry. Rather, we are in this book merely introducing you to a
careful study of certain key concepts which are necessary to move forward with those more advanced
sciences. Before we can begin our study of these concepts however, we need to learn the meanings of
some critical terms used in science and logic.

Terms used in good definitions: genus, species, specific difference
In science, as with any logical investigation, we try to form good definitions. But before we can learn about
making good definitions, let us investigate some terms borrowed from Logic – the science which
investigates correct thinking. The following are the terms we need to study: genus, species, and specific
difference. Study carefully the two relationship diagrams below which will help you understand these
terms. The first diagram is from nature, and the second from geometry. Strive to see the relationships
between the items.
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Genus and species

robin
bird
crow
animal
squirrel
mammal

Here we see that the most general (generic)
thing is animal. Everything “underneath” that
are either groups of animals, or specific
animals.
Of course, for simplicity, we have divided
animal into just two (of the many kinds): bird
and mammal.

dog
In this diagram, animal is what Logic calls a genus. A genus is the word which gives the “what it is” of
all the things organized underneath it. Since there are two things organized underneath the word animal,
namely bird and mammal, thus the genus animal gives the “what it is” of a bird and the “what it is” of a
mammal. So, if you ask, “What is a bird?” the answer to that question will be, at its core, “A bird is an
animal.” Likewise, “What is a mammal?” yields the answer, at its core, “A mammal is an animal.”
Further, since bird and mammal are organized underneath animal, Logic considers these two to be species
of animal. A species is that which is underneath a genus, and which differs in kind from the other things
under the genus. So, a bird IS a species of animal, and a bird differs in kind from a mammal (which is also
a species of animal).
Notice something interesting: some things can be both a species and a genus! For example, since bird has
species under it (robin and crow), it is a genus. But since bird is also underneath animal, bird is therefore
a species.
A more advanced genus-species diagram

The following diagram may at first look frightening, but if you just take your time, you will see the big
picture. Notice the following:






The boxes in blue are both a genus and a species, depending on which “direction you look”.
Figure, shown in brown, is only a genus (there is nothing above it)
The orange boxes are only species (there is nothing underneath them).
Shown in green on the far right is a particular example of each kind of figure.
There is also red text drawn on the lines between the boxes, which we will discuss shortly.

Study the diagram carefully now:
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In this figure, we see on the left that quadrilateral and trilateral are species of figure. Thus if you
ask, “What is a quadrilateral?”, it is correct (but not very satisfying, as we shall see) to say, “A
quadrilateral is a figure”, just as a bird is an animal.
Let us try another example from this diagram: triangle can be viewed as a genus because there are
species underneath it (namely, equilateral triangle, scalene triangle, and isosceles triangle). So,
the genus of equilateral triangle is triangle. But triangle is also a species – it is a kind of trilateral.
So if we are asked “What is a triangle?”, we can answer correctly, “A triangle is a trilateral”.

But does such an answer really satisfy the soul? It may be a correct answer but it is not a complete
answer, because it is too general. The mind further asks, “Okay, but what makes a triangle different
from other trilateral figures?” Something more is needed in our answer; we need to be more specific
somehow.
Specific difference – critical for good definitions!

The answer to this problem is simple: when answering questions like, “What is it?”, we need to start also
including the red text from the diagram when we answer such questions. For example, the red text to the
left of triangle is “straight sided”. Let us try again: “What is a triangle?” “A triangle is a straight-sided
trilateral.” Such an answer is a good definition, because it includes both the genus and the specific
difference, which distinguishes triangle from the other kinds of trilaterals (such as the strange arrowhead
figure
, which has one curved side). The adjective “straight-sided” we added to our definition is called
a specific difference. A specific difference is what makes one species different from other species under
the same genus – it is the species-making difference. So we can almost put things mathematically:

Genus

+ Specific Difference

= Species

animal
triangle

+
+

=
=

“milk-producing”
“equal-sided”

mammal
equilateral triangle

We will be frequently using the terms ‘species’, ‘genus’, and ‘specific difference’ in the remainder of
this book. Remember that these terms are critical for forming good definitions and for helping us
think and order our understanding of nature.
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Please take the time to get comfortable with these terms now. This might require a careful re-read
of this lesson up to this point. Also, try the practice exercises below.

Practice exercises (see our answers below)
Exercise 1: Make your own genus-species diagram

The following terms are presented in random order:
pencil, musical instrument, violin, pen, instrument, cello, writing instrument
On a piece of scratch paper, organize these terms into a genus-species diagram. Make sure to include a
reasonable specific difference (the “red text”) on the lines between your boxes, as we did above. You
can compare your diagram to ours below (upside-down).
Exercise 2: Questions about the diagram you just drew

Looking at the diagram you just drew (or consult ours below), answer these True / False questions:
1
2
3
4
5
6

A writing instrument is a genus only.
The specific difference that makes a flute is that it is a musical
instrument.
In this chart, instrument is a genus only.
In this chart, pen is a species only.
According to this chart, a pencil is a writing instrument.
According to this chart, a pencil is an instrument.

Looking at the diagram you just drew (not ours below), answer these fill-in-the-blank questions:
1
2

Write a “math equation” for the definition of a flute. (e.g. “something” + “something else”
= flute)
Instrument is the __________ genus shown in the chart.
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Lesson 3 : Forming Good
Definitions
In the previous lesson, we learned that good definitions always include the genus and the specific difference
of the thing being defined. For example, “An isosceles triangle is a triangle with just two sides equal.”
Here, the genus is triangle and the specific difference is “just two sides equal”. That differences sets the
isosceles triangle apart from, say, the equilateral triangle, which has all three sides equal.
But, what would happen if the person reading our definition did not know the meaning of the genus we
provide? For example, if we tell someone “An isosceles triangle is a triangle with just two sides equal”,
but the person does not know what a triangle is, we would first have to define triangle, and so on.
Note: We warn you that this is somewhat difficult lesson. Please take your time because the concepts
are very important for a correct view of science in general. But, we promise the rest of the book is
not so difficult.

Definitions depend upon simpler, better known terms
We bring the triangle example up because everyday life, as well as science, can be just like that. Someday
you may be a parent and experience a conversation like this:
“Daddy, what is that?” “That is a watermelon, son.”
“What is a watermelon, Daddy?” “A watermelon is large fruit with sweet red flesh, son.”
“What is a fruit, Daddy?” …
You see the pattern: if the child kept “drilling down” and asking, “Okay, but what is …”, the father would
eventually get to such basic words, he could go no further. He might even be tempted to tell the boy to go
ask his mother instead.
An exercise in drilling down

Let us try such an exercise in drilling down in definitions. Remember, a genus is a word which gives the
“what it is” of a thing. And the specific differences are shown in red:
What is an oak? An oak is a large tree which produces acorns. (The genus of oak is ‘tree’. But what is a
tree?)
What is a tree? A tree is a large plant with woody stem and bark etc. etc. (genus = ‘plant’)
What is a plant? A plant is a living body which cannot sense. (genus = ‘body’) Animals
are alive too, but they can sense while plants cannot. But, you might see already how we
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will soon be in trouble in our drilling down– we are already forced to use such basic words
as ‘body’! Let us however, fearlessly continue.
What is a body? A body is a thing containing matter. (genus = ‘thing’) Yes, not
all things have matter, such as angels, God, and ideas; such things are immaterial.
But we are panicking now: we doubt we can say what a ‘thing’ is. Well, let us try
anyway:
What is a thing? A thing is a ??? Yes, we have no more simple idea than
‘thing’. What do you think? Can you define “thing” in simpler terms, better
known to us?
Keep this point in mind: when giving a series of ordered definitions, we cannot just keep drilling down
forever, to more and more basic terms; there is a limit.

Accidents
In the previous lesson, you learned about the terms genus, species, and specific difference. But there are
two additional terms very helpful to have in your scientific and logical toolboxes: accident and property.
Consider these two definitions:
A pencil is a
writing instrument with graphite as the writing material.
2. A pencil is an orange writing instrument with graphite as the writing material.
1.

Definition #2 includes something that should not really be part of the definition. Not all pencils are orange.
In previous decades, pencils were often orange but these days many are of other colors, or are mechanical
pencils, which are almost never orange. Orange is an accident of a pencil. An accident of a thing is some
aspect of its being which can be added or taken away without changing the “what it is” of the thing. For
example, if somehow you changed the paint of the pencil shown here from orange to blue, would it still be
a pencil? It of course would be, for a blue pencil is still a pencil.
Color in fact is almost always accidental in things. When an attribute of something is an accident, we can
state it as an adjective and say it is ‘accidental’. But when an attribute of a thing is critical to the definition,
and cannot be removed or changed without changing the thing into a different kind of thing, we say that
attribute is essential. For example, we cannot change “three-sided” in the idea of triangle to “four-sided”;
if we did, it would no longer be a triangle. “Three-sided” is essential to the definition of a triangle.
Essential is therefore the opposite of accidental.
Categories of accidents

Accidents can be of many types. Here are a few:
Quantity
Quality
Position
Relation

“That pencil is 8 inches long.”
“This pencil is orange. This pencil is sharp.
This pencil is hot.”
“The pencil is on top of the bookcase.”
“This is Julie’s pencil.”

If it were only 6 inches, it would still be a pencil.
If the pencil were blue, dull, or cold, it would still be a pencil.
If it were moved elsewhere, it would still be a pencil.
If Julie gave it to her friend, it would still be a pencil.
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Our speech and knowledge is often limited to mere accidents!

If you ponder how many things in life the above categories include, you will realize that almost everything
we say about things around us is an accident! For example, above, the father was explaining what a
watermelon is to his son, and said, “A watermelon is large fruit with sweet red flesh.” The father did give
the correct genus (fruit). But if we think deeply about this, and pay close attention to words “large”, “sweet
red flesh”, we will see that these are merely accidents of a watermelon, since ‘large’ is a quantity / relation,
and both ‘sweet’ and ‘red’ are qualities. If for some reason a watermelon in your garden turned out very
small, or not very sweet, we would still call it a watermelon. In fact, if there happened to be another
common fruit in nature called, for example, a ‘redfruit’ which was also large and had sweet red flesh, we
might be in trouble distinguishing watermelons from ‘redfruits’.
Another example is how we defined an oak above as a large tree which produces acorns. That is, we are
saying that oak trees differ from other trees in that only oaks produce acorns. While this is true, is that
really a good specific difference? It is not, but the following will explain why it is the best we can do.
We are especially limited to knowing only accidents when dealing with living things

So why did the father not just give his son a definition of watermelon which included essential rather than
accidental terms? It turns out he could not have, because we really do not know what makes a
watermelon – we do not know the cause of a watermelon. We can only give effects like red, sweet, etc.
We know that there is something which makes a watermelon, but to really know it is beyond our knowledge.
This in fact the case for almost everything living! We do not know that which makes a lion a lion, or a
maple tree a maple. Sure, we can identify all sorts of accidental attributes which we use to distinguish a
lion from a tiger. Such accidents are things such as no stripes, loud roar, long mane, huge teeth and claws,
eats meat, etc. But if you think carefully, all these things about the lion are accidents. None of these things
are really what make a lion a lion because none of these things are causes; rather, they are all effects which
arise from the real cause. So what is that cause of lions, and all living things in general?
Good philosophy proves that all living things have something
called a soul3. This may sound strange to you, because we
normally only talk about the human soul. True – only the
human soul is immortal, but all animals and even plants have
souls. In fact, their soul is the very thing that makes them alive.
That soul not only makes them alive, but also makes them all
unique, and different from one another! The baby lion
becomes an adult lion both because it has a lion soul, and
because it has the right kind of matter necessary for the
A mature male lion
Creative
Commons
Zero
CC0
“making” of a lion. Without both soul and proper matter, the
https://www.piqsels.com/en/public-domain-photolion could not exist. The right matter alone – the “right fshig
chemicals” – are not enough. If they were, you can be sure
men could have created living things in the laboratory long ago. Something must be present which makes

3

Aristotle, De Anima (On the Soul) In this work, written over 300 years before Our Lord came to Earth, Aristotle not only
proves the immortality of the human soul, but also shows that all plants and animals have souls – the soul is what makes them
alive. St. Thomas, the Catholic Church’s greatest theologian, wrote a commentary on this great work of Aristotle.
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that matter alive – and that is the soul. The soul is what causes and directs the matter to become the body
of a mature lion with all the effects we are familiar with, such as big teeth and nails, etc.
So, the father could have correctly told his son, “A watermelon is the fruit of a plant which has a watermelon
soul.” But we do not think the 5 year old would have understood this, or that such an answer would have
helped him, do you? In fact, we all very often do just what the father did: we talk about mere accidents
(effects) like red, sweet, and large, or about acorns when trying to explain an oak tree.

Property
Dogs are the only animals which bark, cats are the only ones which meow, and cows the only ones which
say “moo”. Barking, meowing, and mooing are accidents of these animals. (For example, if a dog for some
reason could not bark, we would still call it a dog.) The cause of these accidents is the various different
kinds of souls in these animals – the dog soul causes unique dog attributes, and so on.
When an accident is only found in one kind of thing, we call it a “proper accident” or property of that
thing. It is therefore a property of dogs that they bark.

Good definitions in science include the cause, if possible
Consider these two definitions of a solar eclipse, and ask yourself which better satisfies your natural desire
to know:
Definition #1: from the effects

Definition #2: from the cause

“A solar eclipse is a darkening of the sun in the daytime even
when there are no clouds.”

“A solar eclipse is a temporary darkening of the sun in the daytime
caused by the interposition of the moon between the viewer and the
sun.”
With such a definition, we see both the effects and the ‘why’.

Notice the above definition only
includes what we see. The person may
be ignorant as to what is causing those
effects; he may not know the ‘why’ of
it. Here, the moon is slowly moving in
front of the sun, making a strange, eerie
darkness in the middle of the day. But
the person may not realize what that
dark circle is.

Definitions from the cause are rarer than definitions from effects

We are sometimes able to give definitions which include the cause in science, and this is especially the case
with mathematics. For example, we can truly say one cause of a triangle is the fact it has three straight
sides.
But we cannot always identify the cause in science because some of those causes are often unknown to us,
as we see especially in the case of living things. In order to really know what makes a lion’s soul different
from a tiger’s, we would have to be a lion or a tiger! But since we are men, we do have internal knowledge
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of ourselves: we know what makes us different from the other animals. We can identify our own specific
difference, and that is that we are able to think and understand; we have a rational soul.4
But as you will see, in science we often do not know the causes and are thus limited to describing
effects or accidents. This is very important to understand.

Quick summary: Qualities of a Good Definition
Quick review: Again, it is important in any serious study to try to form good definitions, and the qualities
of a good definition are:





Good definitions give the genus and specific difference.
Good definitions give the cause, if we are able to do so. That cause will often be stated through the
specific difference. For example, recall the eclipse example from the previous lesson: “A solar
eclipse is a darkening of the sun caused by the moon positioned between the sun and the viewer.”
Genus=darkening; Specific difference = “caused by the moon positioned between the sun and the
viewer” (There could be other ways in nature the sun might be darkened, such as clouds coming in
between, or maybe the sun runs out of fuel someday – ouch! But the moon causing the darkness is
what we call an eclipse.)
The genus and the words of the specific difference are supposed to be better known to us than the
thing we are defining. For example, would this (nonsense) definition be helpful? “A triangle is
three-sided slewser.” The person will certainly not know the meanings of all the terms.

4

Even though it may seem sometimes like some animals can think (e.g. chimpanzees, dolphins, dogs), careful observation shows
that their “thinking” is limited to instinct and in some cases, excellent memories and sense powers.
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Lesson 4 : ‘Matter’ – a most
basic term
What is matter?
It turns out that in this book, we will be studying some basic properties common to all matter. But first,
we challenge you to try to define the term ‘matter’. Even using our tools of genus, species, specific
difference, accident, and property, we would probably be forced to start using colloquial terms like ‘stuff
and ‘thingies’. That is okay – this is naturally what happens when the human mind struggles to take apart
concepts which are difficult or impossible to further break apart. Such ‘lowest, unbreakable terms’ such as
‘matter’ are in fact the building blocks that other, higher terms are defined with.
You might wonder how the dictionary defines such basic terms as ‘matter’? The dictionary writers are
keenly aware of the problem of running out of more basic terms when forming good definitions. How do
they avoid this problem? Frankly, the dictionary editors, when defining terms like ‘matter’ do what you
should never do – they cheat. They usually use definitions which are either circular, or do not give the
genus/specific difference and instead give accidents, etc. To understand circular definitions, consider the
following example, which uses nonsensical terms:
What is a slewbie? A slewbie is a blue wibble. (genus = ‘wibble’)
What is a wibble? A wibble is a large fluffie. (genus = ‘fluffie’)
What is a fluffie?
definitions.)

A fluffie is a very heavy slewbie.

(This is a circular set of

Try this as your first experiment in this book: think of some noun and look it up in a dictionary. In the definition you find,
look carefully for what the dictionary specifies as the genus of that noun - the word which gives the “what it is in one
word” of that noun. Then, look up the dictionary entry for that term, and so on. Now, there may be many more
definitions in the series than we showed above with the nonsense example, but we are confident that eventually the
dictionary will loop back around and use a word you have already seen.

Aristotle on matter and form
Aristotle wrote a wonderful treatise called Physics (which can also be translated as On Nature). In it, he
defines natural things as those things which can undergo motion / change. By ‘motion’ here, Aristotle
does not just mean movement from place to place (as we are accustomed to use the word); rather, his
meaning is much broader and includes such as these:




an apple turning from red to green (qualitative motion)
a body growing in size (quantitative motion)
birth / death (“coming to be” / “going away” motions)
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So, in short, the subject of his book Physics is anything that can undergo any of the above motions. But
this includes all we sense around us, including ourselves! Animals, plants, rocks, stars, planets5, asteroids;
gases, clouds; liquids, solids; these are all natural things since all can undergo one or more of the above
types of motion.
Further, Aristotle shows that natural things have several principles (recall that a principle is a starting point,
a beginning, a foundation). Two of those principles are matter and form. All natural things have both
matter and form. One never finds just “matter” lying around in nature as a separate, gray, formless mess.
Rather, matter and form are always found combined as some substance. The form is what makes the
matter be a particular substance. A few examples might help:
This bronze statue of the great Catholic explorer Christopher
Columbus has both matter and form. Its matter is bronze (a metal
made from copper and tin); its form is the beautiful shape we see.
Although starting with man-made things (artifacts) such as statues
is perhaps the easiest way to begin understanding the difference
between matter and form, yet it is better to try to concentrate on truly
natural things, such as birds, plants, rocks, etc. See below.
This robin has the matter proper to a robin. That is, a
robin cannot be formed from just any type of matter
(such as metal and wood), but only from the matter
suitable for life (the complex material inside the egg).
The robin’s form is its soul. The robin soul is what
forms that suitable matter into the living bird. The
combination of proper matter with the robin soul is
what makes the robin a unique substance.

https://www.needpix.com/photo
/download/479040/christophercolombus-statue-barcelonafree-pictures-free-photos-freeimages-royalty-free-freeillustrations

Dakota
Lynch
/
CC
BY-SA
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0)
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ame
rican_Robin_Close-Up.JPG

What does it mean to ‘ abstract ’ ?
We can focus on just one sensation out of many happening at once

Imagine you are eating a red apple – which also happens to be crispy, juicy, and sweet. All these sensations
– taste (sweetness), sight (red, round), touch (hard, wet), and hearing (crunch) combine into one experience.
Yet, we can focus our attention on just one of these sensations, for example, the sensation of the sweetness.
To help do this, we can close our eyes so as to not see the beautiful red, plug our ears so we do not hear the
crunch, and even not touch the apple by having someone spoon feed us like an infant. By focusing on just
the sweetness, we have “left the other sensations behind”.
We can focus on just one idea / concept which is usually joined with others

We can move beyond sensation, and do the same “leaving behind” operation even with ideas. For example,
consider the idea of a leather soccer ball. There are multiple ideas joined here – spherical, about eight

5

Aristotle, saw that the heavenly bodies such as the stars and planets did not seem to undergo change, but always stayed the
same in their orbits and schedules. He thus quite understandably did not consider them as natural (changeable) bodies, but as
something higher. Today however our instrumentation helps us to see that they are indeed changeable things, made of chemicals
just like the things around us here on Earth.
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Can one
another?

material

be

transformed

into

The answer to this is a most definite yes! It happens constantly,
all around us, and everywhere within our own bodies. For
example:





The material of paper can be easily changed into the very
different material of ashes. Even metals can be burned
and turned into oxides.
Although perhaps not so pleasant to think about, the
material cow manure be converted to good, healthy garden
Burning the metal called magnesium; the
vegetables – ask any good gardener or farmer. They know result is something called magnesium oxide,
that adding manure and minerals produces rich, fertile which looks like ashes from burnt paper.
soil. This soil is itself then transformed into the different Capt. John Yossarian / CC BY-SA
materials of large, tasty fruits and vegetables. Soil is a (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)
particularly interesting example, because the same base material is transformed into totally different
things (e.g. cucumbers, tomatoes, cantaloupes, etc.) by the various forms (souls) within the different
kinds of seeds.
The materials of these same fruits and vegetables are converted by our souls into human flesh and
bones, by our form, the human soul.

Can any kind of matter be converted to any other kind?

Thinking about such conversions from one substance to another, we might ask ourselves here: can any kind
of substance be changed into any other kind? Perhaps with enough steps, we could change plastic into
water, iron into human flesh, and soil into gold. What do you think?
We can tell you this – men for over one thousand years have dreamed of
becoming wealthy by converting less valuable metals into gold and silver.
In fact, an entire practice called alchemy came to be long ago, which
attempted to do just this. Although the alchemists – many very honest, but
some dishonest swindlers – never succeeded in making their own gold, their
many authentic discoveries helped pave the road to our modern science of
chemistry. But their centuries of failures indicate there seems to be a limit
on some kinds of matter not being able to become other kinds of matter.

A modern ‘definition’ of matter
The Alchemist – painting by
Joseph Leopold Ratinckx
Public
Domain
https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/
File:Joseph_Leopold_Ratinckx_Der
_Alchemist.jpg

What does modern science say about matter? Here is a typically modern
definition:
Matter is that which occupies space and has mass. (genus = that)
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We would like to point out a few things about this definition:




The word ‘that’ is not a very useful genus. It is so bland and vanilla as to say little or nothing.
The specific difference “occupies space and has mass” is more of a property (and therefore and
accident) rather than something essential. Whatever matter is, it follows from it that it takes up
space and has mass.
The word ‘mass’ may not be very well known to you. In fact, it is only a lesson below that we will
study mass. In fact, in that lesson, we will see that the word mass actually depends on other concepts
which finally depend upon the concept of matter! The above modern definition of matter is
therefore, in our opinion, circular.

Problem #2

Matter – one of two basic ingredients / principles of all sensible things
We are therefore back to our original problem – to get a real definition of matter – a problem which is
perhaps unsolvable without good philosophy to aid us with even more basic terms. But just because we
cannot for now define matter does not mean we do not know that it exists, or that we can learn nothing about
it. After all, do you know what electricity is? For our part, we admit that we do not know – we would be
at a loss to give you a precise definition. Yet nobody could convince either you or us to touch a high voltage
electric wire. Likewise with light – as you will see shortly, men are still at a loss as to what precisely it is,
yet we deal with it all day long. Matter is a similar problem – we deal with it constantly, yet most of us
could not define it. Does this mean can we say nothing more about matter then? Certainly not, we can say
much more.
First, we can see that matter gives existence to all sensible objects, including ourselves. In fact, if we think
carefully about it, matter is one of two basic ‘ingredients’ composing everything we can sense in this life.
But why do we say one of two ingredients? What other ingredient is there? To answer this, let us first ask
one quick question.

What else can we say about matter?
Again, not being able to define the word matter does not prevent us from saying something about it. We
have already seen that:





Matter is never found in a ‘raw’ state in nature. Rather, it is always limited to some particular form.
The combination of matter and form make a substance.
Some substances (e.g. paper) can be converted to other substances (e.g. ashes).
Some substances cannot be so done; we wish the alchemists luck in converting iron into gold.

But there is much more to investigate and learn! Let us continue our investigation of matter, to discover as
many interesting and beautiful properties of matter as we can. Let us give some structure to our
investigation in this
book by examining a
very common object
such as a pencil. Let us
Evan-Amos / Public domain
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list as many properties of the pencil as we can observe. An observant person can state many features:
1) It is __ inches long and thin (size and shape).
2) It is orange (color).
3) It is made of wood, graphite, a ring of metal, a small piece of rubber, and a bit of paint (kinds of
materials).
4) It is a solid, not a liquid, gas, or some in-between state (phase of matter)
5) It weighs about 1/3 of an ounce (weight and mass).
6) It is harder than plastic but softer than most rocks (hardness).
7) It is about 70 degrees Fahrenheit (temperature).
8) It will not attract iron (magnetism).
9) Unlike a piece of rubber, the pencil will snap if too much pressure is put on it (brittleness / elasticity).
10) It is not electrically charged nor will it conduct electricity very well, except the metal ring (electrical
properties).
There are many other attributes of the pencil we could identify: the pencil can burn (combustibility), the
surface is a bit shiny (reflectivity), and others. Can you think of some?
For the remainder of this textbook, we will briefly investigate each of the above bulleted observations,
in the order listed.

Unit 2: Attributes common
to all matter
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Lesson 7 : Mass and
Density
Our previous investigation of dimension had us explore the idea of measuring the size of objects. Through
the use of abstraction, we were able to determine the size in terms of length, width, height, area, and volume.
It is a useful and necessary practice to measure the size of objects. However, we often ask “how much”
there is of some material. What does this mean, if not a measurement of size? We must move onward from
size and recognize that there is a distinct property of mass inherent in every object. It is very difficult to
define what mass is for two reasons. First, because we have an intuition to immediately perceive differences
in mass. Second, because it is difficult to separate it from other concepts, such as density and weight. In this
section, we will begin by exploring the notion of mass, and how it differs from terms such as matter and
material. Next, we will solidify this understanding by defining density. Lastly, we will define weight, how
it differs from mass, and what its causes are.
As was previously mentioned, mass is a difficult concept to grasp. This concept is especially difficult for
us, as American citizens, because we do not regularly measure mass. Typically, when we ask how heavy
something is, we would answer in terms of pounds. Pounds are not units of mass, however, but are units of
weight. As we will see later, although weight and mass are deeply connected, there are distinct differences
between them, and it is important to recognize those differences.
In order to formulate a well-rounded definition, we must begin with basic experiences that we are all
familiar with. Imagine that we had three balls made of wood from the same tree. The first ball was the size
of a golf ball, the second the size of a soccer ball, and the third is the same size of the second but it is hollow
inside. The second ball certainly has more ‘mass’ than the first ball. Does this mean that mass is just the
same thing as size or volume? Would you say, however, that the hollow ball has just as much mass as the
second ball? So, what is mass measuring exactly? We will begin with the rough definition that we receive
from common experience, that mass is “the measure of how much matter is present in an object”.
If we take a look at the concept of density, we will begin to see why some materials have more mass when
they are the same size. Density is defined as the measure of mass for a given volume. Differences in density
can be quite obvious, such as the case of the hollow and solid wooden ball. It is clear that there is clearly
more mass for the given volume in the solid ball. What if we were to compare a solid wooden ball with a

Microscopic picture of wood
showing porous air pockets
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solid ball of iron? Is it obvious that they would have a different
density? There is not a large volume of air inside the wooden ball that causes it to be less dense. Perhaps
there is no single large volume of air within the wood, but is there some other way that wood possesses a
lower density than iron? In the diagram to the right, we see that wood contains many pores. In effect, the
density of wood will be much less than iron because it contains a multitude of empty spaces. A more familiar
example would be observing a sponge. Think of all the space that is not taken up in the sponge, that can be
filled with so much water. Porous materials, such as wood and sponge, have very low densities because
they do not fill their volumes with pure mass, but have empty spaces within them.

Take a minute to try to test your understanding of density. We can easily translate the definition of density into the
𝑚
expression 𝐷 = , for density is the mass of an object divided by its volume. Recall that we typically measure mass in
𝑉
terms of grams and volume in cubic meters. Let us perform a small calculation using this expression. Suppose you are a
sculptor and you want to know the density of the marble you have to make sure it is the right type of marble. You
𝑘𝑔
research the density of the desired type of marble and find that it is 2.7 3 . You place the block of marble on a scale and
𝑚
find it has a mass of 8.1 kg. Then you measure the dimensions of the block and find that it is 3 meters tall, 1 meter thick,
and 1 meter wide. Finding the volume, you multiply the dimensions together and find that it is 3 cubic meters. Then you
𝑘𝑔
divide the mass by the volume and find that the density is 2.7 3 and that you have the right type of marble!
𝑚

Do all things differ in mass merely because they have different densities? Are all things more or less porous
and this is what determines their density, and therefore their mass? Let us take another example in order to
shed more light on this question. Imagine that we had three bars of metal, all the exact same size. The first
is made of copper, the second is made of silver, and the last is made of gold. If you were to place these on
a scale and compare the masses of each of these different materials, you would find the gold to have the
most mass, followed by the silver, with the copper having the least mass. How do we explain this? Are
there just more tiny pores within copper than there are within gold? Perhaps, but is there no other reason
that some materials might have more mass?
Let us explore another avenue as to why some materials have greater masses than others. You were
presented with the periodic table earlier to briefly introduce you to the concept of an element. With most
things, we can divide them into different parts. For example, with a pencil, we might divide it into its
components of graphite, wood, aluminum, and rubber. Further, we can again divide the wood into several
other components, such as carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and many others. Those components, as
well as the aluminum, are elements, because they cannot be further divided. Elements are substances which

Diagram of an atom
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Lesson 8 Weight
We have all heard the word ‘weight’, and we have also felt it! From carrying heavy loads in our arms or
on our back, to having the unfortunate experience of something heavy falling on the foot or toe, we know
weight when we experience it. But before we try to define the word ‘weight’, let us revisit our old discussion
about definitions.
In trying to define something we can define
something by its causes, or we can define
something by its effects – that is, how we
perceive it. A definition which gives the
cause is inherently superior to a definition
from the effects, because again, man is made
to know, and the highest things to know are
causes. In fact, this is what the virtue of
wisdom is – knowing the highest causes of
things. This is why we call a man wise who
knows why high and lofty things are as they
are. We encounter this situation with the
word weight. We can define the word by the
effects we experience or attempt to define it
by giving the cause.

Weightlifter Lasha Talakhadze lifts 570 lbs
Agência Brasil Fotografias / CC BY

Defining weight by the effects

Perhaps we could start with this attempt: “Weight is the force which pulls everything towards the earth.”
This definition does not directly give any causes and concentrates more on “what happens”. There are,
however, some problems with this also if we look carefully:
1. Do we know that weight is a pull on an object? Perhaps it is actually a push? Do you see that trying
to define weight using words like 'push' or 'pull' – although they do not directly give a cause, yet
such words at least imply something about the cause of weight? We are in effect saying that
whatever causes the fact that things drop, that causes is a pull. While it is a very good thing to add
the cause in a definition if we know it, it is not good to do so if we are not sure of the cause. It is
better to be vague but accurate in our definitions, than to guess and be wrong.
2. This definition also limits weight to the earth. Is there weight on the moon, or on Jupiter?
So, let us instead try this working definition: “Weight is the tendency of objects to move down”. The words
of this definition, such as ‘tendency’, ‘objects’, and ‘down’ are very familiar and known to us. Also, notice
this definition simply describes what happens – that is, the effects we see, rather than words attempting to
imply any cause. This definition also removes the word ‘earth’ and is thus more general.
This second definition is therefore free from the problems of our previous attempt. Yet there have been
enough advancements in science and discoveries during the last 400 years that we can indeed say something
about the causes of weight. Let us briefly look at these historical advances.
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Aristotle’s notion of weight
Aristotle had the notion that all things were made of four basic elements: earth, air, water, and fire. Even
things above the earth were such. Because each of these have different densities (earth is heaviest, then air,
then water, with fire being lightest), objects moved toward their "natural place” based on the composition
of that object. Although it might seem laughable to us now, he formed a reasonable theory based on the
data that was available to him at the time.
Aristotle further believed that objects fall at a speed that is proportional to their weight. In other words, if
one dropped a five pound object and a 1 pound object from a high place, the five pound object would fall
five times faster. We think this is a very reasonable assumption and would be difficult for someone in
Aristotle’s position to confirm or prove false, for lack of high enough places from which to test, and lack
of precise test equipment (for our eyes cannot detect tiny differences).

Galileo’s discoveries
Objects fall at same speed, regardless of weight

Although Aristotle was a brilliant and deep thinker, it was almost 2,000 years later that men such as the
Italian discoverer Galileo Galilei found that objects fall at the same speed regardless of their weight.
Although there is debate about whether Galileo ever actually performed the experiment, there remains the
famous story of his ‘Leaning tower of Pisa’ experiment in which he supposedly dropped two objects of
different weights from a high tower; his students watching on the ground below confirmed the objects hit
the ground at the same moment.
More likely however is that Galileo was convinced by experiments he certainly did perform, such as rolling
objects of different weights down ramps, and confirming that they reached the end of the ramps at exactly
the same moment. Galileo was exuberant with his discovery, having proven fairly conclusively that the
weight of an object does not affect the speed of its fall.

Galileo Galilei
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Lesson 12 Color
What is color?
We are struck by the pencil’s bright orange, as
well. But it is clear that not all physical objects
have color. We have already mentioned invisible
gases – common air trapped within a glass bottle
shows no color. You are of course familiar with
air, but there are many other gases you probably
have no experience with.
Color can be defined different ways, depending on
one’s perspective. A painter, holding his palette of
oil paints, whose eyes are keenly observant, might
define color as a quality of matter that is produced
when light, striking an object, is reflected back to
the eye.

Most gases are colorless, but
there are few exceptions.
This clear glass bottle
contains chlorine gas, which
is green, irritating, and very
poisonous.

W. Oelen / CC BY-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)

In science however, we are most interested in its physical causes in order to derive a good definition. As
you might expect, any investigation into color cannot be separated from an investigation into light. We will
below quickly trace the historical developments over the last few thousand years of great men, in their
research into color.
But as you might guess, any investigation into color is deeply bound up with an investigation of light. So
brace yourself, as we will have to dive into the discoveries about light. As you read some of the early
theories about light and color below, you may be tempted to smile. But we assure you all the names below
are brilliant men and their writings have had huge impact on mankind. Also, if we actually put ourselves
in these men’s shoes several thousand years ago – having no books to consult of great minds that came
before them, having no telescopes or devices – we shall better appreciate their efforts. We may wish to
make the motto of a famous thinker our own as well: “If I have seen a little farther than others it is because
I have stood on the shoulders of giants.”8 The giants he refers to are the great thinkers that came before
him, and did the intellectual work.
Pythagoras and Plato – our eyes emit particles

The ancient Greeks were some of the earliest thinkers to form theories about light. Plato and Pythagoras,
two deep thinkers who made advancements in sciences ranging from nature to philosophy to mathematics,
formed a theory that we are able to see because our eyes are constantly emitting little particles which bounce
off objects, and then re-enter our eyes. This is called the emission theory.

8

Sir Isaac Newton
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Euclid

Euclid, the great master of geometry, postulated that light travelled in straight lines. He studied how light
reflects off objects and described the behavior mathematically. He however doubted Plato’s emission
theory. Euclid argued that the stars are immensely far away, and yet we can immediately see them when
opening our eyes at night. How can this be? It should take a long time for the particles we emit to reach
the stars and bounce back.
Aristotle – the Father of Western Thought

One of the greatest thinkers ever born was Aristotle. He was born about 384 BC in Macedonia, Greece
and died in 322 BC. He was tutor to the famous general Alexander the Great. Aristotle was a student of
the famous philosopher Plato, and studied at Plato’s famous school called The Academy. As Aristotle grew
to be his own thinker however, he began to disagree deeply on many important matters with Plato – whom
he otherwise profoundly respected. Eventually, Aristotle founded his own school, the famous Lyceum in
Athens, where he also taught. His disciples were known as the Peripatetics (itinerants), due to their habit
of walking about as they spoke and lectured. Aristotle was interested in almost every known field of science
at the time, and his influence lasts till today. He practiced the virtue of wonder to an eminently high degree,
and there was hardly a subject area he left untouched by his writings.
To appreciate the greatness of Aristotle, allow us a quick side note. The Catholic Church’s greatest theologian was St. Thomas
Aquinas in the 1300’s – the height of the great Middle Ages. Although reaching an extremely high degree of sanctity, St. Thomas
is much better known for his immense learning and wisdom. This is so much the case that many popes have insisted that St.
Thomas Aquinas’ writings should be the foundation and anchor of all seminarian training, priestly studies, and the Catholic
intellectual life in general. But what does St. Thomas have to do with Aristotle? St. Thomas read and eagerly soaked up Aristotle’s
writings. We might say he was in large part formed by Aristotle. This may seem strange since Aristotle was not a Catholic, as he
lived over 300 years before Christ. Yet St. Thomas, aided by grace, good Catholic formation, and an extremely pure mind, saw
that Aristotle for the most part correctly perceived nature and the world around him. Aristotle even proved the existence of God
by pure reason! In his masterful theological works, St. Thomas quotes Aristotle so much that he simply refers to him as “The
Philosopher”.

Like Euclid, Aristotle also disagreed with the
theory of Plato and Pythagoras that the eyes emit
particles. Aristotle objected that if this were the
case, we should be able to see in the dark. Instead,
Aristotle argued9 that light is a power of (the
normally transparent) air when fire or the sun
shines; light is some sort of disturbance or
activation of the medium (air, water, etc.). Color,
he said, is a certain actuality or power of objects
when light shines upon them. Further, our eyes
are able to become like the object they see: if
anything, the objects do the one doing the
emitting, not our eyes. But, he said, when the eye
is activated by color, the eye is similar to, and
takes on the same qualities as the sensible object.

9

Plato on the left, pointing
up to the great “Forms up
there”, and his student
Aristotle on the right,
insisting that the forms of
things are not “up there”,
but in the very things
around us. Such debates
are not just a bunch of old
guys arguing dry,
unimportant matters.
Rather, these debates
have had huge effects on
modern thinkers after
these two.
This is a tiny portion of the beautiful painting by Raphael, “The School
of Athens” / Public domain

In a beautiful treatise proving the immortality of the human soul, called the De Anima.
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So, an orange pencil does not “make our eye orange” but it really does activate a power in our eyes which
corresponds to orange.
The 1600’s: Christiaan Huygens

Aristotle’s theories held in place for about 2,000 years – until the 1600’s. It was about this time that men

Refraction of
light shown by a
pencil in water.
The light changes
speed when
entering a new
medium. You can
easily try this
experiment
yourself.

Model of diffraction of water waves.
The waves are coming from the left side
and hit a barrier wall. Notice however
that after they enter through the opening,
they begin to spread out in a semi-circle.
Light exhibits the same behavior. If
light were particles travelling in a
straight line, why those particles
suddenly spread out just like water
waves?

https://commons.wikim
edia.org/wiki/File:Refr
action_of_a_pencil.svg

By Dicklyo, transferred to Wiki Commons by
Shizhao Public Domain

Interference in waves. In the top illustration, waves 1
and 2 are moving from opposite directions toward our
friend in the water. He is confident he will be okay
because both waves are small. When they meet each
other however, they join their heights. They then travel
right through each other, and afterwards resume their
former sizes with no loss of strength, as if nothing
happened. Light exhibits the same behavior – when two
beams of light intersect, the junction is very bright, but
afterwards the beams continue their lesser intensities in
straight lines. But if light were made of particles, the
particle streams colliding with each other should cause
the light to spread out, change directions, etc.

began to put great emphasis on physical experimentation. New devices were invented, and materials such
as glass of much higher quality and clarity became available. A Dutch scientist named Christiaan Huygens,
wondering what light is, designed many experiments. He proposed that light is a series of waves coming
from the light source. That is, he suggested that light is just like the waves on the ocean: there are crests
(high points) of energy, followed by troughs (low points of energy); this cycle continues in a regular pattern.
He had good evidence for his wave theory, as light exhibits many of the same behaviors that water waves
and other kinds of waves exhibit: (a) refraction (the speed of light changes when entering a new medium,
such as going from air into water), (b) diffraction (the process by which a beam of light or other system
of waves is spread out as a result of passing through a narrow opening or across an edge), and (c)
interference (when waves crossing one another increase or diminish; you can see this carefully observing
ocean waves).
The speed of light is (roughly) determined for the first time

The first man to fairly accurately measure the speed of light was Danish astronomer Olaus Roemer. His
ingenious experiment in 1676 was based on observations of the eclipses of the moons of Jupiter (which had
been earlier discovered by Galileo with his new and improved telescope). Scientists after Roener produced
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even more accurate measurements of the speed of light, eventually arriving at today’s accepted value of a
bit more than 180,000 miles per second! This is an astounding speed, almost impossible to comprehend.
The 1700’s: Isaac Newton, Robert Hooke

A prism, separating a beam of white light into its colors.

Men ever since the Great Flood recorded in the book
of Genesis have noticed rainbows. They have also
noticed that a drop of water hanging from a leaf after
a rainfall splits sunlight passing through it into
colors. But with the progress of materials and
craftsmanship, very good quality glass eventually
became available. It was the brilliant Englishman
Isaaac Newton who found that by passing a thin
stream of sunlight into a clear prism (a glass
pyramid), he could produce the beautiful spectrum
of colored light bands shown here.

Suidroot / CC BY-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/4.0)
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Prismrainbow.svg

Although a prism produced a color spectrum, men
differed as to the cause. Some English thinkers like
Robert Hooke thought the prism must be somehow adding color to the white light as it passed through – a
reasonable conjecture. Newton however proved that the prism was not adding anything, but merely
separating the parts of the white light, which already contained all the colors within itself. One way Newton
proved this was by taking the color band that came out of the prism, and then sending it back through
another prism, which reformed it right back into a stream of pure white light. The world was astounded
by the proof that white light contained all the colors within itself!
Newton, like Huygens, also wanted to know what light is. Based on some evidence, Newton formed a
theory: light is a stream of tiny particles called ‘corpuscles’. These tiny particles came from the sun (or
whatever light source, such as a candle). Recall however, that Huygens insisted light is waves. Not
surprisingly, Newton and Huygens vigorously opposed one another until their deaths. This is a pity,
because, as we shall see, both of them were on the right track!
“Wait a minute! If white light has all the colors, why does everything not just appear bright white to us?”

If Newton is correct about white light containing all visible colors in it, and if light from the sun is reflected
off objects around us and comes back to our eyes, then why
does not everything appear to us as a sea of pure white?
The answer is that different kinds of matter do not reflect all the
various colors. Depending on the kind of matter, it will absorb
instead of reflecting certain colors. For example, an object
whose matter appears orange to us has a material makeup such
that all the colors in the white light are absorbed by that surface
except the orange light; the orange light bounces off and enters
our pupils. On the contrary, a black shirt absorbs almost all the visible colors; our eyes ‘see’ an absence of
color when looking at a black object. White clothing absorbs almost no light, and all the sunlight reflects
back to us.
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There are a few more interesting consequences of this absorption of light by objects. If light is absorbed
by objects, then what do you think happens to the temperature of objects when light shines on them? Which
objects’ temperatures would be most affected – white or black? Do you have any experience in this area?
Also, what happens to the intensity of objects’ surface colors over time, when exposed to bright light?
(Hint: think of something left in the sunlight for years, such as furniture near a window.) Observant men
noticed such things, as we shall now see.
Further interesting discoveries about the spectrum of light

Men saw noticed that the order of the colors in the spectrum is always the same as shown above –red as one
extreme, and violet on the other end. Careful observations by other scientists who lived after Newton’s
time have produced very interesting finds. Sir William Herschel, another Englishman, made two great
discoveries.
First, Herschel showed by means of many thermometers, that the temperature of each color band is
different.
Herschel put a series of thermometers in the
colors produced by the prism, including an
extra thermometer beyond the red. To his
surprise, that thermometer (shown with the
arrow), placed where there is no visible light,
became the warmest of them all! This
discovery
encouraged
many
other
experiments by other scientists, leading to the
discovery of a huge spectrum of invisible
radiation as you will see below.

Even more interesting however, he noticed that, beyond the red light, there is a band of energy – invisible
to us, but real – which had the highest temperature of all! This band is today called infrared (literally,
“beyond the red”) light.
Ritter discovers ultraviolet energy

A year later, a German named Johann Ritter wondered about the opposite end of the spectrum – the violet
side. Was there light beyond the violet? His experiments proved there is! He discovered ultraviolet
(literally, “beyond the violet”) light – which we now know is the invisible energy which gives us sunburn,
and can cause health problems such as skin cancer. You might object that we give both infrared and
ultraviolet – which are invisible – the title of ‘light’. But it has become clear from biological experiments
that certain animals other than man10 can sense these bands. For example, infrared is sensed by snakes,
fish, frogs, and others; ultraviolet by reindeer, birds, and perhaps cats and dogs. How different the world
must look to brute animals than it does to us!

10

Man is defined, both biologically and philosophically, as an animal. St. Thomas Aquinas and great saints spoke as such.
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Color becomes measureable on a scale

Study this diagram, which simply defines and illustrates the various parts of a wave, such as the common
water wave on the ocean:
The parts of a wave, whether it be water or light

Waves are defined as moving disturbances in the medium.
But if we could freeze a wave in place for a moment, we
could see that the wavelength is simply the distance (e.g.
“3 inches”) between two crests (or between two troughs).
But again, the wave is in reality moving. The faster it moves
along, the greater is its frequency. The frequency of a
wave is therefore defined as how many complete cycles pass
by a given point in one second. So if 5 waves pass by in one
second, the wave has a frequency of 5 hertz (a hertz is a unit
meaning one complete wave cycle – crest to crest – in a
second).
Geoff Ruth / CC BY-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)

Each of Newton and Huygens had supporters for their respective theories about light. As for those who
insisted light is a wave, a way to measure and quantify the wavelengths (see definition above) was still
lacking. But in 1801 the Englishman Thomas Young discovered a way to measure the wavelengths.
Young’s discovery gave increasingly modern man a very technical way to define color: a color is visible
light of a specific wavelength. Young determined that the wavelengths of the visible colors are the size of
microns, or thousandths of millimeters. For example, notice in the spectrum chart below that the green light
in the center of the spectrum has a wavelength of about 550 billion nanometers. This means we could give
a name to that particular shade of green light. Let us, for example, call it ‘lime green’ and define it as “light
with a wavelength of 550 billion nanometers”.

The spectrum of colors with their wavelengths. The numbers represent nanometers, which is one-billionth of a meter.
Spigget / CC BY-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)

A huge series of further discoveries: Visible light is only a tiny portion of an entire spectrum of energy!

As stated above, Herschel’s and Ritter’s discoveries of energy / radiation beyond either side of the visible
spectrum led to the discovery of many other kinds of radiation. Following them, the very observant
Englishman Michael Faraday made the startling discovery that light is affected by magnetism. The great
Scottish scientist James Maxwell followed up on Faraday’s discoveries, put them into mathematical form,
and made predictions about other kinds of waves that must exist. Maxwell was right! There are other
bands of energy with wavelengths larger and smaller than visible light: radio waves, microwaves, x rays,
and others.
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Shown in this diagram is the accumulation of knowledge resulting from countless discoveries of great men who were
observant, full of wonder, and refused to let their wonder go unheeded. Notice how small of a portion visible light takes of
the entire spectrum. Also, since we see that light is just a small portion of a much broader set of waves, can we blame science
for defining color in terms of wavelength?
Jarvisa https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:EM_spectrum.svg Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license

Maxwell made a further discovery: all these other invisible kinds of waves also travelled at the speed of
visible light. A coincidence? Maxwell said no! He came to realized that the “speed of light” is really just
the “speed of all electromagnetic waves”. We had had it backwards all along, defining everything in terms
of light.
Today’s cellphones, cordless phones, walkie-talkies, etc. all operate on their own unique tiny niche of the
entire wave spectrum, although they are not shown in the diagram above.
Color from the non-technical perspective

Notice how Young’s definition of color has nothing to do with a human eye, our brain, our emotions, etc.
It is a definition derived from physical devices in the laboratory. But how would the average man define
color? Naturally, man tends to define things with reference to how he perceives it, not how some laboratory
instrument reacts. Men such as the famous German poet Johann Goethe reacted strongly against the color
researches of scientists like Newton and Huygens. Goethe insisted that colors instead be defined with
reference to how humans perceive them. Although he never came up with a substantial framework for these
desires and theories, still we might empathize.
When everything begins to be defined with cold
mathematics, and by technical machines which our senses cannot even gauge, life does become more
remote, foreign, and less knowable directly to us. Indeed, if one checks a modern dictionary for a definition
of “blue”, he will still probably find a first definition such as, “the color of the sky on a clear day”. Only
second might he see a technical definition such as “the primary color between green and violet in the visible
spectrum, an effect of light with a wavelength between 450 and 500 nm.”
Artists for example, having keen eyes for color, certainly do not think of color as wavelengths (unless they
also happen to be technical scientists as well!) Likewise, biologists, who study life from the perspective
of the living thing, might say that color is a sensation, the animal’s reaction to a hue arising in part from the
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